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Scoring with New Thinking
In many sports, new analytics are being used to pinpoint the crucial factors that
underlie performance and, ultimately, the outcome of the game. In baseball, modern
statistics such as wins above replacement (the difference between the number of wins
a player contributes versus that of a freely available replacement) are now often
given more weight than the standard measures of batting average (fraction of hits
per plate appearance) and earned run average (runs—not due to errors— allowed
per nine innings). Major League teams now employ over 100 analysts who quantify
many aspects of the game in order to better understand it. In fact, math has become
so common that one team analyst said, “Frankly, it’s easier to list what math isn’t
used for than what it is.”
Radar and cameras in every Major League stadium track the ball and the movements of players, generating terabytes of data for each game. Baseball analysts use
this output to mathematically model the game and find the keys to increasing runs
scored and decreasing runs allowed. The methodical analysis by professionals and
fans alike has led to revelations that have changed decision making on the field and
off (when players are signed or traded). For example, it’s been discovered that a
baserunner has a more negative effect on a batter than on the defense. Purists may
wonder if modern
analysis is better
than the old ways,
but as they say in
the Virtual Reality
batting cages at
baseball stadiums:
You be the Judge.

Andy Andres
Boston University

For More
Information:

The Book: Playing
the Percentages
in Baseball, Tango,
Lichtman, and
Dolphin, 2013.
Image courtesy of MLB.com.
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Keeping the Roof On
It’s impossible to prevent all the damage caused by a hurricane’s wind, rain, and storm
surge, but a new idea based on math may prevent some of the wind damage done to
homes. Ingeniously designed sheets connected to a roof and anchored to the ground
before a storm allow some of a severe storm’s wind to pass through and redirect
the force so that it pushes down on the roof and counterbalances the forces pushing
up. The greater the wind, the greater the downward force. The sheets were created
using clever engineering combined with mathematical models built on differential
equations, vector analysis, and trigonometry. In a test of prototypes during a hurricane with 110 mph winds, the roof where the sheets were installed held firm while
houses next door lost portions of their roofs or entire additions.
Traditional attempts to maintain a roof’s structural integrity, e.g. ropes or straps, are
static—unable to adjust as wind speed increases. Those devices often fail during a
storm when strong winds induce uplift and a roof acts like an airplane wing. Because
the sheets are semi-permeable, they take a computable fraction of the wind load. The
connected straps get tightened, redistribute that load to the roof, and counteract the
uplift. In addition to being effective, the sheets are fairly inexpensive—costing much
less than a roof—and easy to install—taking 2–3 hours to install several sheets.

Stefan Siegmund
TU Dresden
Photo : © N. Eisfeld.

For More Information: :
“Elastic model for a wind-protection
membrane,” Martin J. Körber and
Stefan Siegmund, Journal of Wind
Engineering and Industrial Aerodynamics,
Vol. 165 (2017), pp. 131–136.

Main image: Hurricane Harvey damage, ©
William Luther/San Antonio Express-News via
ZUMA Wire. Inset: Illustration of home with
wind-protection membranes, S. Siegmund & M.
Eggers.
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Going Into a Shell
Mollusks are not known for their math skills, but there is mathematics behind the
beautiful patterns in their shells. Using differential geometry—the study of curves
and surfaces—a team of mathematicians found that many shells are formed by three
simple processes in the mantle (which generates the shell): expansion, rotation, and
twisting. Expanding and rotating form a shell like the one pictured, with an increasingly larger opening that traces a spiral pattern. Adding a twist yields shells that look
like spiraling towers or elaborate horns.

Derek Moulton
University of Oxford

The team also discovered an explanation for why some shells have spikes. The
spikes form perpendicular to the shell opening during mantle growth spurts, when
the mantle isn’t perfectly aligned with the shell opening. The misalignment results in
an instability, a bulge that is amplified as the shell grows. The team verified this and
other mathematical models by measuring the growth of real shells and comparing
the patterns they observed with the mathematical predictions. There are still several
questions left to answer, though, such as how do some spine patterns become fractallike, and why do the vast majority of shells coil clockwise?
For More
Information: :
“How Seashells
Take Shape,”
Derek E. Moulton,
Alain Goriely,
and Régis Chirat,
Scientific American,
April 2018.
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Revolutionizing an Industry
When did you last pay a late fee for a video you watched at home? Whaaa? In the
early days of video rental, videos came from a store and were due back at a certain
date and time. One person cofounded a company that revolutionized the video
industry and eliminated late fees. The idea behind the company came from a graduate school math problem related to bandwidth: What’s the carrying capacity and
cost of a station wagon carrying tapes across the US? The solution to the problem
showed that at the time videos could be delivered by mail cheaply, with no need
to visit a store and no need for late fees, so long as you didn’t keep too many
movies out at once. Mail was the delivery system until Internet speeds improved.
Now, almost all videos are streamed, and the company that was founded has
87 %
BUFFERING...
mil
lions of subscribers.

Christopher G. Brinton
Zoomi Inc. and Princeton
University

Mung Chiang
Purdue University

Math’s role in the company
(rhymes with “get flicks”)
didn’t end with its founding.
A significant part of the
company’s model is its
recommendations/suggestions for users, which are
based on its existing collection of ratings. Yet because
less than 1% of views are
rated, suggestions for you
must be determined using
algorithms that involve
statistics, graph theory,
©Getty Images.
and trigonometry (which,
for example, gives a measure of how similar or dissimilar movies are). The recommendations are so important that the company offered a million-dollar prize for
an algorithm that would improve its recommendation system by at least 10%. After
about three years, a winner finally emerged, complete with a Hollywood ending: two
teams’ algorithms had essentially the same performance—10.06% improvement—but
the winning team had submitted its entry just 20 minutes earlier!
For More Information: The Power of Networks, Christopher G. Brinton and Mung Chiang, 2017.
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Winning the Race
The book and film Hidden Figures tells the true story of African-American women
who worked as “computers” for NASA in the early days of the space program.
Among the film’s many memorable moments is when future Presidential Medal of
Freedom winner Katherine Johnson (pictured) figures out how to solve the differential equations that describe a space capsule’s orbit and re-entry, so that it will splash
down close to its intended target. Using her work, the machines that we now call
computers then calculated the precise trajectory. And in today’s world, that would
have been the end of it. But the astronaut John Glenn, whose life depended on the
calculations being correct, insisted that the human computer, Katherine Johnson,
verify the machine’s work. Only then was he confident that he could rocket into
space and return home.

Christine Darden
Retired from NASA

Hidden Figures is a triumphant tale, but an unfinished one. Even today, the proportions of women and African Americans who work in mathematics are smaller than
those proportions in the general population, which is ironic for a profession that
puts so much emphasis on logical thinking. Many in the mathematics community
are working to create
programs that encourage
broader participation,
so that future Katherine
Johnsons are an integral
part of the profession
… and not hidden.
For More
Information: Hidden

Figures, Margot Lee
Shetterly, 2016.

Image: ©20th Century Fox, inset: NASA Langley Research Center.
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Unbunching Buses
Bus riders often wait a long time for their bus and when it finally arrives there’s
another bus right behind it—a frustrating problem known as bus bunching. It’s a
problem that tends to compound itself because a late bus will have more passengers waiting for it, resulting in longer boarding times, which makes the bus even
later. And early buses encounter fewer passengers, thus creating shorter boarding
times, and wind up getting increasingly earlier. Traffic and the random nature of the
number of people who show up at each stop combine to make unbunching buses
a complex problem. Some transit systems use technology to track buses while
employing control theory based on ordinary differential equations to treat buses
as if they are connected by springs. Drivers of those that are bunched are given
instructions to stretch the gap between buses, and those that are too far apart get
directions that pull them closer together.

Vikash V. Gayah
Pennsylvania State University

S. Ilgin Guler
Pennsylvania State University

Researchers have tested solutions in simulations using mathematical models and on
the road with real bus routes. The most successful approaches are those that focus
on individual buses — giving drivers immediate feedback and letting them make decisions based on traffic — rather than trying to control the entire system. Solving the
problem helps passengers and non-passengers alike by keeping people in the public
transit system and distributing those people more evenly, so that a jam-packed
bus isn’t followed
a minute later by a
relatively empty one,
which is a waste of
fuel, equipment, and
labor.
For More
Information:

“Math explains why
your bus route
seems so unreliable,”
Vikash V. Gayah and
S. Ilgin Guler, The
Conversation, June 29,
2018.
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Image: ©Jacek Herominski.
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Screening for Autism
Autism affects more than 1% of the children in the U.S. Yet many families either
have no access to specialists who can diagnose the disorder, or have to wait several
months for an appointment with such a specialist—months that are crucial in
neurological development. A team of researchers has developed an app that allows
parents to track a child’s response to visual cues (such as the bubbles below),
records and analyzes those responses, and recommends a referral if necessary. An
important component of the video portion of the app involves computer vision
and machine learning, which rely on linear algebra and probability. Although the app
depends on complicated algorithms, it is easy to use and its performance matches
that of experts. The app is still being tested, but may eventually provide a dramatic
change in access to screening for concerned parents.

Jordan Hashemi
Duke University

See over 140 Mathematical Moments, hear people talk about how they
use math in the modern world, and read translations in 13 languages at

The app is not meant to replace doctors, only to help people who don’t have access
to medical experts. That access is almost nonexistent in rural areas and less-developed countries. For example, the continent of Africa has 50 autism experts for its
500 million people. To test the app’s effectiveness, developers shipped two phones
equipped with the app to a nurse in Africa and asked her to bring them to one
of the villages she visited. With no special training, she was able to do screenings
on 50 children who would never have had the chance to see an expert. The app’s
early success is encouraging, and researchers hope to adapt its capabilities to other
neurological disorders, such as PTSD.
For More
Information:

“Automatic emotion
and attention analysis
of young children at
home: a ResearchKit
autism feasibility
study,” Helen L.
Egger, et al, npj Digital
Medicine, June 1, 2018.

Image courtesy of Guillermo Sapiro.
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